Links to Videos for Conversation Starters:

YouTube:  Conversation with an Engineer, Street Project  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6X1-SLOXM

YouTube:  Poynton Regenerated  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzDDMzq7d0

YouTube:  This guy held back urban cycling for 30 years, but we still use his ideas  
https://youtu.be/H75jnRW23X8

YouTube:  What is a STROAD?  
https://youtu.be/OZ1HhLq-Huo

YouTube:  The Dutch roots of Vancouver’s urban cycling boom | With Chris Bruntlett  
https://youtu.be/_hcsEb98UHw

YouTube:  Protected Intersections For Bicyclists | The Angry Architect  
https://youtu.be/yXJIZxLzaM
YouTube: Making a Community Safer for Pedestrians | A Protected Intersection  
https://youtu.be/a8RAvzKaOLY

YouTube: The Rise of Protected Bike Lanes  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6LZoiRO-TM